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Selected Work

Role: Lead Creative

Vice Media
Chuck Stories

The Chuck Stories campaign was one created during
my time at Vice Media to showcase the Converse Tech
Hiker sneaker. I was tasked with creating a
campaign that told the story of an NY creative inspired
by the outdoors as well as urban environments, while
keeping the hiking inspired shoe at the forefront. The
outcome was video featuring NY based
DJ/artist/producer Ant Blue Jr showcasing how the
balance of the city and nature influences his creative
process. Photos and supplemental video were also
showcased in Foot Locker stores nationwide,
including the Foot Locker Times Square billboard.

Chuck Stories - Original Creative

Creative Overview
In Field Notes, we spend a day with creatives who see
their environment as inspiration, using this awareness to
inform their process. We’ll tag along on these adventures,
traveling with intention while wearing the Chuck 70 Tech
Hiker.
From sourcing unique new sounds, visuals, or materials,
each creative uses the adventure to inspire a new work or
idea. Field Notes is the journey we take to get there,
blending video capture, still imagery, and narration to
shed light on the process behind the work.
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Chuck Stories - Campaign Photos

Chuck Stories - Video Stills

Role: Digital Designer/Production Artist

Converse
Design Work

A small selection of work from my current role as a digital designer at Converse. Along with production work
such as localizing files using translated copy, I design
different site pieces based on monthly briefs that I have
to interpret and figure out what design would work
best keeping in mind the platform as well as the user
experience.

Converse - Site Pieces

Converse - Western Europe Skate Page Redesign

Converse - Creative All Stars Landing Page UK

Converse - Creative All Stars Announce Email

Converse - Run Star Hike Email

Converse - Black and White Story Email

Converse - Logo Play Email

Role: Creative

Vice Media x Vogue
Practice What You Preach

In the early stages of the proposed Vice Media and
Vogue Magazine collaboration, I had the oppurtunity
to pitch a documentary that mixed my love for telling
interesting stories with my love for streetwear. Practice
What You Preach was a documentary about a streetwear brand called Pervert that died 4 years into its existense after the owner joined a cult. The documentary would cover the brands short history, interviewing
streetwear heavyweights that used to work for the
brand as well as the people who were inspired by the
clothes and culture created by Pervert.

Practice What You Preach - Creative Treatment

THEME WEEK: BRANDED

Practice What You
Preach
STAY TRUE TO YOUR BELIEFS

Streetwear came about solely as a way for artists
to express who they were and share it with the
world. The ideas behind each piece you make are
the things you live by.
Don Busweiler was the owner and creator of the streetwear
brand Pervert in the early ’90's. The brand wasn't just t-shirts,
it represented the core of who Busweiler was, it was Don’s
personal brand. Pervert means to deviate from the norm, this
was the message Don wanted to push.
Pervert’s growth made it a secret handshake everybody
wanted to learn, but this put Don in a dark place. All the
success was conflicting with the personal beliefs of Don, it
wasn’t Don’s brand anymore, it was just words on clothes. He
let the brand go and joined a grouped whose views matched
what he believed in, the Brethren cult.

T YPE

Hero Documentary
L ENGT H

5-10 Min
L OCAT I ONS

New York, Miami, Philadelphia
ANCI L L ARY CONT ENT

Photo assets, gifs, cutdown’s for social promo
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Practice What You Preach - The World Of Pervert

The World Of Pervert
In the early 90s, it wasn’t really called streetwear, there were no
names for these types of clothes. It was just people who made
clothes because they were just creative people with a message.
The same goes with Pervert. The brand was a product of so many
different sub cultures from skateboarding, to punk rock, to hip hop.
These were the things Don Busweiler was interested in, along with
his ideas of not following the crowd and living life with a higher
purpose, these are the things that birthed Pervert. A direct product
of the things in this world Don loved and hated.
You could see the Pervert model in many brands today, just taking
your inner self and putting it on to your clothes, but straying away
from the mainstream. Supreme is a brand that almost everybody on
the planet recognizes, but it never got to where it is by selling out to
attract the public eye, Supreme was underground until it’s following
brought it up to surface. Brendan Babenzien, former creative
director of Supreme and owner of NOAH, took his time as a Pervert
designer and took a little of the Pervert ethos into Supreme and into
NOAH. Every NOAH piece has meaning and an overall higher
purpose, nothing was made solely just to make it.
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PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL

Role: Creative

Vice Media x UMG
Homecoming

UMG came to Vice with the task of figuring out how
to create content that could easily be connected to a
brand but also leverages their vast roster of artists.
Given my love for music, this was right in my
wheelhouse. One of the projects I pitched was
Homecoming. This interview series places artists with
the person that makes them feel at home, whether it
be a mom, a coach, or a teacher. The goal being to get
a candid, vulnerable interview with an artist since the
person their talking to they feel comfortable with. Less
interview, more conversation.

Homecoming - Creative Treatment

Homecoming

Putting The Artist Back In Their
Comfort Zone

In this interview series, an artist goes back to
where they feel the most comfortable: home.
We’ll follow an artist back to the places they call home with
the people who make them feel home. This doesn’t have to
be a conversation with mom at the home you grew up in, it’s
a conversation with whoever and wherever the artist feels
like they can really speak candidly and be themselves. This
conversation will kick off a mini touring party curated by the
artist. It’ll bring all the things the artists love about the place
they come from to their fans across the nation.

F o r ma t

Video/Experiential

Length

2 - 3 minutes

Possible Brand Partnership:
Progressive
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Homecoming - Potential Artists

Potential Talent
YG

MIGOS

DRAKE

We’ll take the Compton hometown
hero right back to where it all
started, for a candid convo with all
of his closest homies, and learn
what it took for him to get where
he is now.

From the traps of Atlanta to
becoming a household name world
wide.We’ll let the Migos get have a
reﬂective conversation with the
man that discovered them, Coach
K.

Drake’s made his love for his
mother is very well known, there’s
nobody we could imagine he’d feel
more comfortable around. Here
we’d see him put his guard down
for a candid chat with his mom.
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Role: Strategist/Creative

Vice Media
i-D Digital Redesign

A senior creative at Vice was working on a project to
rebrand Vice for Gen Z. He asked me to work on the
portion of the project that would cover the Vice owned
i-D Magazine, given that the topics i-D covers fall in
line with the things that interest me. As somebody
who frequents i-D, I’ve noticed many things that can
be changed about i-D’s digital presence. Not only did
I want to make a better i-D for Gen Z, I wanted to make
sure that there was a formula for the site that could be
attributed to generations to come.

i-D Rebrand - Pros and Cons

Likes

Dislikes

Great artists are showcased

Many tired narratives in the artists proﬁled

Visually i-D has a style all its own

Not organized in a way that makes me want to stay

Beautiful photography

Photos in articles are too big to digest

Solidiﬁed itself as an important publication

Not using the video platform to its full potential
Stuck in its former glory so it seems like the site
doesn’t care to change

i-D Rebrand - What needs to happen

Redesign
The website desperately needs to be revamped. It currently doesn’t give people
any reason to stay and sift through its content. There needs to be a way for less
important content to be properly separated from the larger proﬁles, the things
that people look for in i-D

Redistribute
By this I mean, the areas i-D is putting their efforts into needs to be redistributed.
More interesting stories need to be told through video, less stories about simple
celeb happenings, more about issues Gen Z is dealing with. We must cover all
things in culture, but we need to understand what information is imperative and
what is just interesting to know.

i-D Rebrand - Potential Stories

People/Things We Should Be Covering
MIAMI’S STREETWEAR BOOM

ANARCHY 99

MAX OF HOMESTEAD

SKATEBOARDING IN AFRICA

Miami is going through a bit of a
streetwear renaissance with the
opening of the store Lower East
Coast. It’s creating a new
community of creatives yet i-D has
never spoken about it.

Anarchy 99 is a clothing brand that
truly believes in the political ideals of
Anarchy and donates to Anarchist
organizations to provide support to
political prisoners. This is a breath
of fresh air being that clothing is
pretty superﬁcial.

While i-D featured him once in an
article about Miami creatives, it
didn’t talk too much to his work.
Max is a creative in every way
possible and is adept at making
huge works with not many
resources at his disposal.

There are two brands coming out of
Africa, Our Motherlan and Wafﬂes n
cream, not only bringing
skateboarding to their communities,
but accompanying it with great
clothing.
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Personal Works

A collection of personal projects I took on for no reason
other than to execute on ideas that come to me day
to day. The ideas that each work is based on vary, but
they all come from a place of curiosity and exploration.

Personal Works - Faces
Faces was born out of not knowing what to do while sitting on the train. I’d notice the different types of people that took space on the train, I
thought it interesting how all these people could take up the same space but also not even acknowledge the person next to them or just act like
everybody besides the people they know are invisible (unless they’re doing something out of the ordinary). I took photos of people doing ordinary things and attempted to remove all their features but still make it feel like there was something deeper about them. I feel as if these photos
are of each commuters soul.

Personal Works - Scanner Texture
Glitch art is something I am a massive fan of, especially when created by moving things around on a scanner. I woke up wanting to warp my face
on a scanner, to create some sort of texture to experiment with, and while looking at my cracked iPhone, i realized scanning the screen as well
could create an interesting effect juxtaposed with my warped face and fingers. The final product including a gradient, it felt like it was the thing
that could mix all the textures in the image together. I also printed this image out on multiple pieces of paper that I taped together.

Personal Works - Distractions 1-4

Physical collages scanned, these pieces were created simply as a way to distract myself during a rough time for me. Loosly inspired by things I
was feeling at the moment, however each piece was more instintual than anything. A way for me to create without the medium of a computer to,
a way to create something that I felt with my hands, and that was based on raw emotion that is difficult to quantify.

Personal Works - Center Of The Universe Zine

A print zine created as a way to simply as a way to put a large amount of work into one project. The idea behind Center Of The Universe as the
title is slightly subconcious, but I believe it has something to do with the idea that whereever you are, is the center of the universe for you. This
collection of work was the center of the universe at the time for me, the only things that mattered, this zine was made extremely quickly, in a day,
it was made during a dark time, wherever I was constructing that zine was the center of the universe at the time.

Personal Works - Homebody

Homebody is a clothing project that came about as I was looking for a way to consistently create tshirts without having to be beholden to the
seasonal obligations of a more formalized brand. The name comes from my habit of staying up till late at night in my house working on different
graphics. Each design references things I see everyday and because the references can be lost within the final graphic, I see each one as an inside joke with myself, for the consumer to try and figure out, or not.

Thank You
Video Reel Available Upon Request

